Most fascinating about Connor's study is the attention it gives to H.D. 's preoccupation with European avant-garde cinema. H.D. worked as a fi lm critic, actor, editor, and writer while she was involved with  Productions, an independent fi lm company that Bryher founded in  in collaboration with H.D. and Kenneth Macpherson (Bryher's husband and H.D. 's lover at the time). H.D. also wrote reviews, theoretical essays, and poems for its journal, Close Up. Connor provides a succinct summary of fi lm history and situates the  production of Borderline within a tradition of avant-garde fi lm being produced in Europe during the s. Off ering an insightful analysis of German expressionism and French impressionism, Connor examines H.D. 's infl uence by G. W. Pabst, one of Germany's most well-known expressionist directors, and Sergei Eisenstein, the Soviet director who spearheaded the montage school of fi lmmaking. Indeed, Connor links the impressionist concept photogenie-"the momentary fl ash of recognition or a moment when the look at something suddenly fl ares up with a particularly aff ective, emotional intensity" ()-with H.D's own visionary experiences. She goes on to explore the contradictions inherent in H.D. 's fi lm writings: at times, these writings embody an intellectual prejudice about commercial (read popular) fi lmmaking and at others an appreciation for the collectivity of spectatorship as well as an interest in such Hollywood stars as Greta Garbo and Louise Brooks. In this way, Connor off ers a new way of looking at H.D., fi lm connoisseur: H.D. as both avant-garde intellectualist and consumer of popular movies.  is chapter in Connor's book is especially well researched and provides important new insights into H.D. 's enthusiasm for the moving image.
One of this study's early chapters traces the impact of the moving image on H.D. 's Sea Garden and Notes on  ought and Vision. Connor aligns H.D. 's attempt to capture the energy of the immediate present and the dynamism of the visual in her early Imagist poems with Joyce's epiphanies, Woolf 's moments of being, and "the still point of the turning world" of Eliot's Four Quartets. Situating H.D. 's early poetry in relation to the development of fi lmmaking in general, Connor explores the "cinematics" () of Sea Garden by exploring the stasis and dynamism inherent in the poems of that early collection. Cinematic techniques like inter-cutting and analytical editing are linked to the narrative fl ow between poems. Connor draws parallels between the palimpsestic technique that H.D. uses throughout her career and the inter-cutting and superimposition of images in early avant-garde fi lm, especially Eisenstein's use of montage in October.  rough the exploration of the formal and stylistic qualities that these two contemporaries-Eisenstein and H.D.-share, Connor provides a view of modernism that is distinctly interdisciplinary. More specifi cally, in her analysis of Her and Her and Her Nights, two of H.D. 's cinematic texts, Connor develops a "queer theoretics" of the gaze that allows H.D. to explore issues of power and control surrounding the visual representation of the female body. In fact, H.D. 's engagement with the image allows her to resist dominant ideologies of gender and sexuality through her emphasis on the erotics of the lesbian gaze.
In this study, Connor expands the conception of H.D., Imagiste, by acknowledging the heterogeneity of her writing and exploring H.D. 's representation of the image which mediates between and moves beyond such ideological binaries as highbrow/popular, aesthetic/politicized, private/ collective (). Most importantly, this study recognizes the blind spots that inhabit H.D. 's writing: the Eurocentrism present in her appropriation of mythology, for example, and her lack of engagement with Egyptian cultural history and politics in Helen in Egypt. Connor argues that, in giving a voice to Helen of Troy, H.D. can be seen as reaffi rming the masculinist power that underlies mythological discourse and also as silencing the Egyptian resistance to British colonialism. Although acknowledging the important work that H.D. 's revisionist analyses of myth and history undoubtedly perform, Connor astutely points out that H.D. reinforces the cultural hegemony inherent in discourses of race, colonialism, and imperialism.
Toward the end of H.D. and the Image, Connor moves on to an examination of H.D. 's "visionary politics" of the s, a new "way of seeing" that is marked by her desire to move beyond the boundaries of national identity and construct a community without borders ().  is interconnection of cinematic spectatorship and visionary experience is perhaps encouraged by the onset of World War II. For Connor,  e Gift foregrounds H.D. 's desire to foster a spiritual collectivity infl uenced by the principles of community and equality that stem from her Moravian faith.  e alternate spiritual dimension that H.D. accesses in  e Gift is described  e Gift is described  e Gift with the terminology of fi lm-literary analepsis is likened to cinematic fl ashback-and thus reinforces H.D. 's concerns with fi lm, memory, and spirituality. During an air raid described in  e Gift, for example, H.D. "is  e Gift, for example, H.D. "is  e Gift able to 'let pictures fl ow past and through me' " (). In this way, Connor characterizes H.D. as both a spectator of spiritual images as well as an instrument through which these images are projected. By way of this analogy, Connor highlights the link between H.D. 's spiritual identity and her visionary politics and juxtaposes notions of collective spectatorship and private reception.  e sixth chapter of H.D. and the Image is both provocative and provoking. For Connor, H.D. 's exploration of spiritualism allows her (H.D.) to challenge orthodox constructions of gender and sexuality, provide a method for moving beyond entrenched conceptions of self and subjectivity, and surpass the elitism of the modernist literary establishment. Indeed, arguing that H.D. 's engagement with spiritualism undercuts her intellec-tualized persona (), Connor examines H.D. 's interest in the concepts of ritual and community inherent in popular spiritualism, especially in relation to the unpublished typescripts " e Sword Went Out to Sea" and "Majic Ring. " Spirit transmissions allowed H.D. to reach a wider social community and to contest the dominant ideologies and power hierarchies that are bound up in heterosexual desire and orthodox Christianity (-). Tantalizing the reader with the links between the visual and the spiritual, Connor's study does not as successfully probe the depths of H.D. 's interest in popular spiritualism, especially in relation to her spiritualist narratives " e Sword Went Out to Sea" and "White Rose and the Red. "
Connor freely acknowledges that H.D. 's challenges to normative formulations of sexuality and gender are undercut by a conservatism that can limit their radical potential: "What is revealed if we look at H.D. 's oeuvre is a spectrum of viewing experiences, containing within it a number of co-existing but confl icting political positions in relation to spectatorship" (). H.D. 's exploration of fi lm and spiritualism undoubtedly highlights the contradictory nature of her relationship to high modernism: although her interest in Hollywood cinema distinguishes her from the "aestheticised purism" () of some of her colleagues, her preference for European avantgarde fi lm (with the preference given to form over content) is entirely in keeping with the at times elitist interests of canonized modernists.  is is such a rewarding subject that I'm surprised that no one has thought to tackle it in modern academic times; the last book entirely devoted to this topic was by Donald Stauff er back in . One reason for neglect might be the lack of good editions of seventeenth-century biographies,
